


FU Or1 accretion disk) is located South- - (PA 12Q4 of the infrared cornpan- 
Ion, which mains  a somewhat myst& 
ous, probably protostellar object having 
a higher bolomettic luminosity. How- 
ever, the binary system alone cannot 
account for the large far-infrared flux 
origtnatlng from the Z CMa region, a fact 
whlch leads Koresko et aal. to speculate 
about the existence of a cool, extended 
Structure sumundlng the binary. The 
observations m r t e d  here meal this 
condensation, and &fernonatrate that it Is 
elongated fn the d i m o n  perpendicular 
to the jet. 

These observations use COME-ON 
at the Casegrain focus of the ESO 86-  
m telescope, the adaptive optics VLT 
prototype described by Rtgaut et al. 
(1991 a h ;  Astron. A ~ y s y s .  in press, 
and are part of its continued scientific 
use (Eta Carinae: The Msmger W; 
Ceres: 77w Messer~ger 86). The imuglng 
camera is a 32x32 lnSb m y  with a 
0.108" pixel size on the sky. Standard 
Image pmesslng is applled and then 
followed by image reconstmdion uslng 
a classical &convolution atgorithrn 
from the complex vlsiblliies. The de- 
convolved image at L' = 3.87 pn is 
shown in figure 1 together whh th VW- 
ious components needed to get a re- 
sonable fit of the visibilities (using ? 
minimization techniques). We find that 
#re masi probable model of thls com- 
plex object is indeed a binary system 
surrounded by an extended, fiatt'ened 
structure. The positions of the optical 
and Infrared binary compnents were 
assumed to be those found in sp&le 
work, and the geonwtdc p r o w e s  of 
the extended structure wete constd- 
e#d as free p m e t w s  in order to fit 
the observed comptex visibifties. The 
cwtre of the disk-like structure is taken 
at the optical batycentre of the b lmy 
at L'. The inferred diameter of the disk- 
like strukture is 0.4 f 0.W. It is 
orisnted at PA. 153 f P, whereas the 
U o w  direction is at P.A - W 
{dasheddottd line in the insert of Fig- 
ure 1). We themfore suspect Wt the 
observed disk-l[ke structure, which m 
rrtai~ unresolved in the dimtion para- 
lel to the jet, is in fact a - - d e  
disk, perpendicular to the oufflow axis 
and surrounding both components of Z 
CMa R is likely that this large-scale 
disk fuels tbe FU Orionis accretion dlsk 
Uaat sumxrnds the vhibfe component 
and provides a density gradient in the 
flow direction that helps to wllitnate 
the jet. In order to get the best possible 
fii to the vklbilities, the presence of yet 
another component must be assumed, 
to account far the relative maximum of 
intensity seen on the diffraction ring at 
P.A. 71)0 (SW insert of n g ~ ~  I). n a  
brightness of this third component is 
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much lower than that of elther binary objects. They appear mom rromplex 
members; If canfirmed by further work, than antidpahi, as demonstrated by 
thts may represent either an mission this first direct image of a disk-llke 
hot  In the jet w a stellar object. stfuctum surrounding a Unary (100 

This new r& reWs th power of A.U.). Further instrumental develop- 
the adaptive optics technique to ~p10re ments are under way, including the use 
the close surroundin@ of young stellar of monographic techdques. 

RECTlFlCAfFON 
The VLT Adaptive Optha Wogrcunme (fhe hssmgw No. 69, p 13) 

The kue value of the incHnatlon off he w e d  rotation axis of Ceres with respect to 
the normal to t h ~  ecllptlc plane la 4k89 a d  not 20 b 30 as errrmerruay g l w  h 
Figurer. M COMBES, 0. SAINT&, ESPA-P~M 


